Abstract. We introduce a spatial modal logic based on cone-shaped cardinal directions over the rational plane and we prove that, unlike projection-based ones, such as, for instance, Compass Logic, its satisfiability problem is decidable (PSPACE-complete). We also show that it is expressive enough to subsume meaningful interval temporal logics, thus generalizing previous results in the literature, e.g., its decidability implies that of the subinterval/superinterval temporal logic interpreted over the rational line.
Introduction
Spatial reasoning has both a strong theoretical relevance and applications in many areas of computer science, including robotics, natural language processing, geographical information systems [1, 5, 12] . However, despite the widespread interest in the topic, few techniques have been developed to automatically (and efficiently) reason about spatial relations over infinite structures. As a matter of fact, spatial reasoning has been mainly investigated in quite restricted algebraic settings.
In this paper, we introduce a novel spatial modal logic, called Cone Logic, which allows one to reason about cone-shaped directional relations between points in the rational plane. While the satisfiability problem for spatial modal logics with projection modalities turns out to be highly undecidable [7, 9] , we prove that Cone Logic enjoys a decidable satisfiability problem (in fact, PSPACE-complete) by taking advantage of a suitable filtration technique. We also show that Cone Logic subsumes interesting interval temporal logics such as the temporal logic of subintervals/superintervals, thus generalizing previous results in the literature [3] and basically disproving a conjecture by Lodaya [6] .
Syntax and Semantics of Cone Logic
In this section, we introduce syntax and semantics of Cone Logic. Let P = Q × Q denote the rational plane and let p = (x, y) be one of its points. We denote by 
Note that, up to a rotation of the axes, these open quadrants can be viewed as the Frank's cone-shaped cardinal directions 'North', 'West', 'East', 'South'
[4] (see Figure 1) . Similarly, one can denote by LL + (p), LR + (p), UL + (p), and UR + (p) the semi-closed quadrants of p, which are defined in the natural way, e.g., LL + (p) = {(x , y ) : x x, y y} \ {p}. Given a set Prop of propositional variables, formulas of Cone Logic are built up from Prop using the boolean connectives ¬ and ∨ and eight modal operators , , , , + , + , + , and + . The size |ϕ| of a formula ϕ is given by the number of its subformulas (for instance, a ∨ ¬ ¬b is a formula of size 7). Formulas of Cone Logic are evaluated over (labeled regions of) the rational plane. Precisely, let P = (P, σ) be a labeled region, where P ⊆ P is a non-empty subset of the rational plane and σ : P → P(Prop) is a labeling function. We define the semantics of a formula with respect to a distinguished initial point p ∈ P as follows:
• P, p ¬ϕ iff P, p ϕ,
• P, p ϕ (resp., P, p + ϕ) iff P contains a point q such that q ∈ LL(p) (resp., q ∈ LL + (p)) and P, q ϕ (and similarly for the other modal operators , , , + , + , and
We further use shorthands such as
Cone Logic is well-suited for expressing spatial relationships between points, curves, and regions inside the rational plane. Below, we give an intuitive account of its expressiveness through a couple of examples. To begin with, we show how to define an a-labeled open rectangular region, whose edges are aligned with the x-and y-axes, by means of a Cone Logic formula:
